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Abstract
This  paper  mainly  discusses  the  concept  of  information  processing,  IRR(Information  representation  and
retrieval) systems, its models, controlled vocabularies and also Digital IRR systems. As we know information
representation and retrieval is a very complex and vital process for a better user services and according to
F.W Lancaster’s(1978) model we must need the system vocabularies for translating users’ queries as well as
the  representation of  universe  of  knowledge by  the  indexer.  So  we have to  make  a  standard controlled
vocabularies like thesaurus. The main focus of this paper is ‘Tematres’ which is a web tool for managing
universe of knowledge helps us not only making that thesaurus through computational systems but also we
can share, merge, publish that thesaurus and can easily use it in the Digital IRR system. 
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1.Introduction 
A controlled vocabulary is a limited set of words and phrases, used to index documents and assists to
regain documents through browsing or searching. It generally presents thesaurus and subject heading
with the help of manual activities but it is more effective and helpful when tematres is used to search
the variant  terms and tematres  works  to  publish,  share,  direct  and reuse Taxonomies,  Thesauri,
Ontology  and  Glossaries.  It  facilitates  to  search  of  the  websites  or  databases  through  using
Controlled vocabularies. When an user give queries, it shows users by giving synonyms terms and
relationships among different terms and instructions. Controlled vocabularies mainly are artificial
languages have their own vocabularies, syntax and  semantics. It is based on literary warrant and
users  warrant.  Thesaurus  the  term has  been  derived  from a  Greek  and  Latin  words  means  ‘a
treasury’. According to World Science Information System of UNESCO(Known as UNISIST) 
in  terms of  functions,  a  thesaurus  is  terminological  control  device  used  in  translating  from the
natural  language  of  documents,  indexers  or  users  into  a  more  constrained  ‘system  language’
(documentation language, information language). In terms of structure , a thesaurus is a controlled
and  dynamic  vocabulary  of  semantically  and  generically  related  terms  which  covers  a  specific
domain of knowledge.
In the domain of controlled vocabularies it is divided into three groups – thesaurus, subject heading
list and classification scheme. There have some basic differences between thesaurus and subject
heading list. Thesaurus which is based on post-coordination and subject heading based on both post
and pre-coordination. In thesaurus the reference mechanisms are U, UF, SN, BT, NT, RT but in
subject  heading  See,  See  also,  X,  XX.  And  tematres  helps  us  to  make  this  thesaurus  through
computational process.
2.Objectives of the study
  The objectives of this study are :

 To discuss the importance of thesaurus and other controlled vocabularies.
 Identifying the utility of tematres, a knowledge management tool and process of making

thesaurus.
 Showing the integration of different other thesaurus and its export import processes.
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 Discusses the concept of Information representation and retrieval system and its models.
3.Methodology of the study
This study is mainly based on some of the practical works of the academic curriculum, experience
from the library, discussions with the faculty members, some of the books, opinion of some scholars
of this profession and online study materials were observed. 
4.Information Retrieval system
According to F.W Lancaster , an IR system does not inform (i.e does not change the knowledge of)
the user on the subject of his enquiry. It merely informs on the existence (or non-existence) and
whereabouts of documents relating his request.

Fig : F.W Lancaster’s IR model

5. Importance of thesaurus
As a controlled vocabulary, here thesaurus plays a very good role. It provide a map of given field of
knowledge, how concepts are connected with each other and it help an indexer or searcher to utilize
the structure of the field. It support as a standard vocabulary for information storage and retrieval. It
helps the users to search with a correct term. It makes an indexer consistent when they are making
index entries.
6. Tematres
Tematres Web is a device or an implementation which helps to progress and organize the controlled
vocabularies, taxonomy, thesauri and different formal representations of knowledge and maintains
the management of controlled vocabularies,  protecting consistency and integrity of data and the
relationships  between  the  terms.  It  also  contains  data  traceability  and  quality  control  in  the
circumstance of controlled vocabulary. TemaTres assists to search for the identification of terms. It
displays a wide range metadata standards which are applicable with knowledge management.
7. TemaTres family
The different tools associated with Tematres are given below
      ● visual Vocabulary
     ● Thesaurus Web Publisher  and tematres & PKP Open Journal Systems
     ● Tematres view
     ● Word Press WP-Tematres
8. Installation of tematres 
 8.1 At first download the tematres from its websites https://sourceforge.net/projects/tematres/
      extract the zip file.
 8.2 Copy the extracted folder and paste into var>www>html as administrator.

https://sourceforge.net/projects/tematres/


 8.3 Now give permission giving the command in terminal
            sudo chmod 777 var/www/html/folder name 
 8.4 Open the folder and open the readme.md file and read the instructions.

 

Fig : readme.md and other files 
   8.5 Open mysql-workbench. Create new schema with default collation utf8-utf8_ general_ci.
   8.6 Gives users privilege 

Fig : Gives users and privileges
     8.6  Gives schema privileges.

                                                Fig: Schema privileges

8.7  Open  the  db.tematres.php file  in  the  folder  under  var>www>html>thess(given  by  the
author)>vocab.
                                            



                                     Fig: db.tematres.php file configuration
8.8 Restart apache.
8.9 Open browser and give keywords in the address bar  localhost/thes
8.10 Now the tematres set up window will come and log in by your self.

Fig:Tematres set up interface
8.11 Now log in for making a thesaurus.
9. Preparation of thesaurus:
9.1 At first gives top terms.



Fig: Log in window of tematres
9.2 In this way gives the NT, BT ,RT etc.

 

Fig: Enter other NT, RT, UF terms
9.3 In this way gives all terms and its scope notes, homographs and reciprocal entries.

 
 

Fig: Total block entry of a term

9.4 We can also export this thesaurus from menu>administrator>export in alphabetical, hierarchical
and many other formats.
9.5 We can also import or integrate other downloaded thesaurus under menu>administrator>database
maintenance>import  which can make our thesaurus more specific, standard.
Conclusion 
In this way we can actually use tematres for making thesaurus. But tematres has many other options
for organizing and managing the knowledge.  In the previous time we used to make thesaurus or
subject heading list manually. At that time we had to face some problems like reciprocal entries or
arrangement of the entries. But here we do not need to face such kind of problems. Here we can
easily get the instant report like how many terms are entered, alphabetical list of terms, hierarchical



list of terms or rejected terms or top terms. It is a very good tool for the indexers for making their
work more easier. We should utilize this tools and organize the universe of knowledge in an easy
way.
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